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The issue of self-appellation of the Medieval Arab states in the Middle East belongs to the 

number of insufficiently studied subjects. This problem is closely connected with such fundamental 
issues in the Middle East Medieval studies as the views on the state, self-identification, the share of 
ethnic and political components in the social structure, as well as comprehensive view on the political 
reality. 

Defining the state which existed on the territory of Egypt in 1250-1517 the historiography mainly 
operates with different definitions derived from the word “mamluk” or “mamluks” with the noun 
“state” or “sultanate” – the State of Mamluks, the Mamluk State, the Mamluk Sultanate etc.: [12; 16]. 
The same approach is applied in the Arab historiography: [9; 13]. Less popular are different definitions 
with the word “Egypt”: [5]. More neutral definitions such as “Mamluks in Egypt” or “Mamluk period” 
are perhaps more rare: [4; 6; 15].  

We suggest that such a variety of naming exists because historical sources actually demonstrate a 
completely different approach to the administrative and political entities. The word “dawla(t)”, which 
in the Standard Arabic refers to the concept of “state” in its Western understanding, in the language of 
the sources definitely means a group of high-ranking officials who are engaged into administrative 
activities. H. Gibb translates the word “dawla(t)” as “membership in ruling family” [8, p. 6].  

The present paper is based on the following sources: ‘Zubdat al-Fikra fī Ta’rīkh al-Hijra’ by 
Baybars al-Mansuri al-Nasiri [3]; ‘Kitāb al-Sulūk li-Ma‘rifat Duwal al-Mulūk’ by Ahmad Ibn Ali al-
Maqrizi [2] and ‘Al-Rawḍ al-Zāhir fī Sīra(t) al-Malik al-Ẓāhir’ by Muhyī al-Dīn ben ‘Abd al-Ẓāhir 
[11]. 

The sources are unanimous in general naming of the rulers who came to power in Egypt after the 
Ayyubids – “al-Dawla(t) al-Turkiyya(t)”, emphasizing the Turk origin of the ruling elite: “invincible / 
the lightest Turk state” etc [2; 3; 11]. 

The most spread term to denote the administrative and political entities in the chronicle of 
Baybars al-Mansuri is “mamlaka(t)”, which is traditionally translated from the Modern Standard 
Arabic as “kingdom”. It seems that in the times of Baybars al-Mansuri this term referred to a territory 
from where a malik assembled his military troops. Thus, the term did not have any clear ethnic or 
confessional connotation being mainly a geographical one. H. Gibb points out that this term combines 
two concepts – the concept of “kinship” and the concept of “kingdom” [7, p. 6]. 

“Zubda(t) al-Fikra(t)…” for the period of 650-685 AH (1252–1286 AD) mentions the following 
“kingdoms” as they appear in the table below.  

 
The name of the «mamlaka(t)» Number of mentions 
Halab 6 mentions 
The Kingdom (or kingdoms) of Euphratus 2 mentions 

The Islamic Kingdom (-s), the Kingdoms of Islam, Sultanate of 
the Islamic Kingdoms 

9 mentions 

The Kingdom of the Egyptian lands 4 mentions 
The Kingdom of Northern countries (North, the countries of 
North), The Kingdom of Northern countries, Turks, Kipchaks, 
Iron Gates and what lies beyond  

4 mentions 

Fez 1 mention 
Al-Rum 4 mentions 
Mosul  3 mentions 
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Jazira  1 mention 
Sanjar 1 mention 
Homs 3 mentions 
Hama 2 mentions 
Cyprus  1 mention 
The Kingdom of Ismailites  1 mention 
The Kingdom of Muwahhid(-in) 1 mention 
The Sultan’s Kinfdom (-s) 1 mention 
Al-Sham Kingdoms 2 mentions 
Al-Sharifa(t) Kingdoms 2 mentions 
Hijaz  1 mention 
Nubia 1 mention 
Hisn al-Akrad 1 mention 
Jabal 1 mention 
Baalbek 1 mention 

The name is not clear, includes al-Bira, al-Rahba and Aintab 1 mention 
Al-Ashkari 1 mention 
 
Contrary to Baybars al-Mansuri, Ibn Abd al-Zahir refers much less to the term “mamlaka(t)”, 

using mainly only geographical names (al-Sham, the Egyptian lands, Halab etc.). Describing the 
circumstances when al-Zahir Baybars became the malik, Ibn Abd al-Zahir mentions the term “the 
Noble Kingdoms” (11, p. 68). However, there is no concrete geographical name under the term “the 
Noble Kingdoms”. The dominating meaning of the word “mamlaka(t)” in the Ibn Abd al-Zahir’s work 
is “ruling as a king / kingship”. The term “Islamic Kingdoms / Kingdoms of Islam” is not common in 
the text of “Al-Rawd al-Zahira(t)…”, while the term ‘Islamic countries” is used widely (for example, 
11, p. 100).  

In the versions of the taqlids transmitted by Baybars al-Mansuri and al-Maqrizi the territories 
submitted to al-Zahir Baybars are referred to as “lands” or “countries” [2; 3].  

Al-Maqrizi mentions the following “kingdoms”: Egypt [2, p. 459], Halab [2, p. 469] etc., 
however, this term appears only few times and mainly does not have geographical connotation [2, p. 
501, 507]. For example, the caliph al-Mustansir bi-l-lahi empowered al-Zahir Baybars as the sultan in 
the “Islamic countries” contrary to the “countries of unfaithful” [2, p. 530]. 

In general, the term “mamlaka(t)” is used by al-Maqrizi only occasionally, particularly in 
comparison to the similar fragments in the work by Baybars al-Mansuri.  

It is quite difficult to reveal any theoretical foundations of the ‘kingdom” in the administrative 
system of the Caliphate. In his famous book “Al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya” Abu al-Hasan Ali al-Basri al-
Mawardi (774–1058) does not mention neither “malik” nor “mamlaka(t)” in the chapter on the 
governors of the Caliph [1]. He mentions these terms in his other books, however, it does not seem that 
there was an elaborated political theory on the status of “mamlaka(t)”. Definitely, in al-Mawardi’s 
work the “mamlaka(t)” was separated from sultanate and caliphate. The general governance is 
conducted by wazirs and amirs of regions and countries (according to territories) [1].  

 Contrary to al-Mawardi, the Arab geographers of X–XI cc. knew the term “mamlaka(t)” very 
well and widely used the term “the kingdoms of Islam” in their works [7, p. 809; 10, p. 313–314]. 

One more widely spread term which can be regarded as a kind of name of the state should be 
mentioned – the Noble Gates (“al-Abwāb al-Sharīfa(t)”).  Baybars al-Mansuri uses this kind of 
expression only after al-Mansur Qalawun’s ascent to power. The “kingdoms” could be named “noble” 
as well. From the chronological point of view, the expression “the Gates of Sultanate / the Sultan’s 
Gates” is used earlier – since al-Zahir Baybars’s ascent to throne. Such terms as “the Gates of Dahliz» 
(applied when sultan is outside Egypt) and “Precious Gates / al-Abwāb al-‘Azīza(t)” are also used. 

In some cases the context proves that the “Gates” “moved” with sultan. However, there are 
opposite cases – when the “Gates” are associated with the Citadel of Cairo during the clear absence of 
sultan: “This blessed year the envoys of … sahib of Yemen, arrived to the sultan… They arrived at the 
Sultan’s Gates, while he is in the lands of al-Sham”, as well as “Having come back after the attack on 
Homs, sultan discovered at the Gates the envoys…” [3].   
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The historiography traditionally considers the association between the “Gates” and the leadership 
of the state within the context of the name “the Sublime Porte” popular in the Ottoman Empire. It is 
believed that it was the official name of the gate giving access to the block of buildings in Istanbul that 
housed the principal state departments [14]. The Mamluk data give reasons to reconsider this version.  

Thus, the following conclusions can be made: 
1. The identification of the territories under the Mamluk control was implemented according to 

two main foundations. The first one is religious and political, which was embodied in the unity of 
mentioning the ruler’s and caliph’s name in khutba(t). In this foundation the ruler played role of the 
sultan who coordinated the military activities of different Muslim rulers. The concrete administrative 
and political organization of different territories within this foundation had the secondary nature. As a 
result, the key description in the naming became the word “Islam / Islamic” (“the Islamic kingdoms”, 
“the Islamic countries”).  

The second foundation is administrative and geographical, which was based on the historically 
formed governed territories (this foundation is quite close to the modern understanding of the term 
“state”). In the early Bahrite period the basic entity was “mamlaka(t)”, which was understood as 
hereditary territory from where a malik assembled his military troops. Correspondently, “mamlaka(t)” 
did not have any religious or confessional nature being a military and territorial entity. In later periods, 
according to the al-Maqrizi’s text, the military component merged with the geographical one which 
resulted in domination of its perception as “countries / lands”. Taking into consideration the hereditary 
nature of “mamlaka(t)”, the Mamluks’s capacities for establishing new “kingdoms” were limited, such 
an opportunity appeared primarily as a result on new conquests. The sources provide no information 
about any changes of borders of the already established “mamlaka(t)” in the considered period 

2. Besides the territorial identification, the identification on the ruling group was fundamental for 
the Mamluks’s administrative and political system as well. This group included malik and the highest 
administrative apparatus with wazir, atabek and a number of other high-rank officials. It seems that the 
complete list of these positions did not exist in the considered period. Correspondently, alongside with 
the expression “the Turk state”, the sources provide numerous expressions “the Abbasid state”, as well 
as “the Noble (al-Sharifa) Turk state”. 

The Turk origin of the ruling elite was emphasized within this identification. It is difficult to draw 
any conclusion whether it was a trend to emphasize the Abbasid nature if the state and its direct 
connection with the family of the Prophet Muhammad during the rule of the sultan al-Mansur Qalawun. 
There are also indirect signs of strengthening the importance of the administrative apparatus during the 
reign of the above mentioned sultan embodied in episodically disconnection between the location of the 
“Noble Gates” and the actual location of the sultan. 
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